The History Of Duracable Manufacturing Company
Since 1981 Duracable has been serving drain cleaning professionals with the equipment they need
to provide superior service to their customers high performance drain cleaning machines.
Duracable recognizes that our customer’s livelihood depends on equipment performance, that’s
why Duracable stands behind its products with the industry’s only two year warranty on drain cleaning
machines and a 30 day warranty on cables. Duracable manufactures its cables from a proprietary,
hard-drawn, high tensile, strength wire in a variety of diameters, lengths and flexible characteristics to fit
every application.
All cable is packaged and shipped to you in a unique carton that eliminates problems caused by
banding and protects the cable during the shipping process. The cable loads easily into your machine
with fewer kinks, longer life and better return on your investment. We thoroughly test our cable before
distribution. If the cable does not pass any of the tests, it is discarded and will not be sold. The entire
shipment of wire is returned to our supplier. If the cable passes all of the tests, it is boxed and tagged
for use.

Excellent Profits Are Generated With PASCO Drain Snake Specialty Items.
PASCO offers the plumbing trade the only complete
displays of Drain Snake Specialties.
Generic versions of General, Ridgid and Marco, as well as
original Gorlitz (also fits Spartan and Trojan) and Flexible
Plumbertool cutter heads, augers, drop heads, blades are
available on these displays. Each part is provided with
easy to identified labeling. PASCO also offers our
exclusive Gen/Rid adapter that adapts General cutters to
Ridgid cables or Ridgid cutters to General cables.
The displays can be purchased with toilet and urinal
augers, hand pumps, gloves and several other items that
provide a plumber with the tools necessary for a drain
cleaning job.
Each and every item is manufactured to the highest quality
that the professional plumber requires.
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